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Introduction
Bank fee analysis is, at once, one of the most mundane tasks
in treasury and one of the most sought after. As one of the
only areas that directly manages and attributes tangible
departmental costs, it is one of the more critical tasks
performed in the treasury department. Done correctly,
bank fee analysis can save your company tens of thousands—
or even millions—of dollars off the annual cost of bank
services, making you a treasury hero. Fail to perform the task,
and you will most certainly be paying more than you should
for bank services you don’t need. “This is a true opportunity
for someone in treasury to shine,” said Bridget Meyer,
managing partner at The Montauk Group, LLC, a bank fee
analysis consultancy.
Today, banks are under increased pressure to comply with
new regulations and meet higher profit margins, which gives
them greater incentive to pad their fees—and all too often,
they get away with it. However, increased bank fees are not
always malicious, according to John Snyder, vice president of
business development at Chesapeake System Solutions.
“Every complex process has bugs, and banks can make honest
mistakes,” he said.
There’s no question that the process is worthwhile,
according to Treasury Analyst Darrilyn Lawrence, CTP, of the
Lincoln Financial Group (LFG), an insurer. “Significant cost
savings are achieved yearly by recognizing price errors, closing
accounts and discontinuing unwanted services or services no
longer relevant to the account structure,” she said.
The ROI that analyzing bank fees can create is substantial
and measurable. “Typically the big savings happen in the first
phase of the project as companies uncover dormant accounts,
or duplicate fees,” Snyder said. “But that is not to say
ongoing monitoring isn’t critical. There’s a fundamental
benefit to being able to know what you getting charged for.”
One way to gauge the potential ROI of automated bank fee
analysis is to sit down and describe the cash cycle of the
company, according to Dan Gill, CTP senior vice president
at Weiland Corporate Solutions. “If you do that, you can
come pretty close to estimating what your bank fees should
be,” he said.
Often, companies begin to mind their bank fees when the
costs become significant or they find an error in the statement,
according to Snyder. “The account analysis statement makes
the cell phone bill look simple,” Snyder said. It can be difficult
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for the company to manage so many line items, particularly if
they use multiple banks.
“The biggest pain point, at the highest level, comes down
to one of priorities,” said Gill. “The one truth about bank
fees is that you can always just pay the invoice without
looking at it, and as treasury organizations have to do more
with less, something like bank fee analysis can easily slip
through the cracks. As a result, it is easy to get overcharged.”
Diligently track fees
“We’re always real hard focused on bank fees,” Lawrence
said. “We’re very diligent about balancing back to our
contracts. That’s especially important when new banks are
‘on boarded’ or new services added. The key is to be very
diligent to make sure you’re getting charged the correct fees
from the start.”
According to Kathy Reedy, manager of financial services at
Insperity, one of her company’s banks started charging them for a
service the bank hadn’t charged them for in five years—which was
immediately noticeable. Reedy now handles all bank fee analysis
manually, with the help of a treasury analyst. She said the
information is also useful when banks try to raise prices as it gives
them the data to be more effective in their negotiations.
Ask for an invoice
According to Meyer, the big difference with banks is that
there’s no approval process; it’s typical for them to
automatically deduct fees from your account. When you do
find issues, it can take months to get your account credited.
To avoid this issue, create an invoice relationship. Research
shows that approximately 64 percent of companies prefer an
invoice relationship to auto-deduction. “They will get a fee
invoice that they need to approve and pay via ACH,” said
Meyer. If you do ask for an invoice, be sure that payment
terms are clearly stated to satisfy the bank’s concerns if
payment is not made within a set timeframe.
Automate the process
Tracking fees can be an especially daunting challenge for
large companies with complex banking relationships. A
statement may contain 200 or more line items. Companies
may pay anywhere from $10,000 to over $100,000 a month,
depending on the number of banks and services they use.
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“It becomes a business intelligence
problem: you got the data, now
how do you want to mine it.”

The best practice is automate data processing and
management. “You have to get EDI 822 files instead of
PDFs,” Snyder said. Once the data is held in a repository
database, companies can analyze it and compare month-tomonth costs from one bank to another. “It becomes a
business intelligence problem: you got the data, now how do
you want to mine it,” Snyder said.
Northwestern Mutual’s process is quite complex, according
to Christine Nault, Northwestern Mutual treasury
compliance specialist. To process its incoming 822 files,
which the majority of the company’s banks provide, they rely
on The Weiland Financial Group. However, 822s are only
provided for treasury services, and banks with domestic
custody services require manual input. Because of this,
Northwestern Mutual also employs a global custodian whose
fees are managed outside of Weiland because of the inability
to obtain an 822 file and the fees are asset-based and aren’t as
easily tracked in the system.
Northwest Mutual identifies volume and pricing issues as
well as new services, which allows the company to examine
invoices for accuracy. Northwestern Mutual retains two years
of historical data plus the current year’s data, but typically
analyze trends within a shorter timeframe, specifically looking
for anomalies in fees, pricing and volume. For example, the
company reviews volumes of services to ensure they are
reasonable with other sources within the company. “We also
review if we received an overdraft charge to ensure it was not
due to bank error,” Nault said.
Within the system, insurer LFG estimates that AFP bank
fee codes match up at least 85 percent of the time. Banks that
do not report according to this standard are mapped to that
the information can be put into the same system. Most banks
do a good job matching the codes.
www.AFPonline.org

Use historical data to identify discrepancies
The focus here is typically on larger issues, particularly for
companies with good banking relationships. When material
anomalies are identified, companies like Insperity contact
their banks to find out what’s behind it. They also have a
process in place that fee status and any open items are
reported monthly to the vice president of finance.
Once companies download the EDI 822s, which are the
electronic version of the bank statements, most create their
own reports, which allow them to drill down by bank
account and product level, and to set up different levels of
reporting. By comparing volume and pricing against prior
months data, companies are able to identify any
discrepancies, such as rejects from a lock box, or an increase
in wire transactions. Whenever the treasury manager notices
a change that cannot be operationally explained — for
example a higher volume of wire payments at the end of a
fiscal quarter — it’s time to track it down.
Maintain an active rate table
The key to analyzing bank fees is a well-maintained bank
rate table. Companies that automate their analysis review via
technology have systems that maintain a rate table that can
be updated on the fly. “The bank rate tables along with the
report modules are only good if you utilize and maintain
them,” Lawrence stressed. “That means updating consistently
if there are any changes or new accounts or services added.
We’re very diligent in keeping the bank rate table current so
we have an accurate reporting system.”
Experts like Gill and Meyer find that, even at large
organizations, there’s often no standard agreement as to
what banks will charge for services like positive pay or wires.
It’s hard to start the conversation about fees if there’s no
agreement. Once you get the fees under control, you know
what you should be paying. Then you can begin to rationalize
your bank relationships and the services you are buying.
Not everyone needs a system
Whether or not automation is required may well depend
on the size and complexity of an account structure. The
reason that Insperity can deal with its bank fee analysis on a
manual basis is that it relies primarily on just one bank for
the majority of services.
The company receives a paper statement once a month.
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While the account analysis is usually 60 pages long, the
summary is only five pages due to the company’s limited
number of line items. The fact that most services are provided
by a single institution allows Reedy and her analyst to focus
on the services and fees of that bank. The spreadsheet they
maintain goes back five years, allowing the company to do
extensive back testing to identify anomalies and errors.
The spreadsheet allows the company to balance both by
price and volume in order to identify any changes or
anomalies by comparing it to the total. That’s an easy way to
catch any changes in pricing. The length of their recordkeeping has allowed the company to identify seasonality in its
business. For example, the payroll processing business sees a
predictable spike in volume at year-end and in January, as
companies process bonus payments.
Track all disputes
While bank fee analysis systems have the capacity to track
discrepancies, most companies have continued to manage
that process outside the system. However, that practice is
changing. Take Insperity, for example: The company actively
administers a report card for its banking partners, which
provides semi-annual reports of their performance based on
various system metrics. “For instance, we expect our banks to
inform us of any pricing changes at least 30 days in advance,”
Nault said. The company also grades them on the timeliness
of statements or receipt of 822s, and resolution of pricing
issues. “If they do not meet our expectations, this is
documented in the bank report card to ensure that those
issues are addressed when we meet with them,” she said.
When discrepancies are identified, LFG’s system has the
capability to track open items, but like other treasuries,
Lawrence maintains her own report to track open items and
follows up with banks and notifies management.
Attempt to go global
Internationally, it’s even harder to track bank fees. Many
companies don’t have the systems in place to issue the global
equivalent of 822s, and, in the international arena,
relationship pricing is less common—unless it’s the same
bank that handles the company’s domestic accounts. Local
banks located overseas have no concept of a consolidated
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account analysis statement as their corporate relationship is
billed much like retail.
The field for the AFP global codes is not mandatory at this
point. Some banks use it because they have client demand
from larger corporations. Those banks are focused on getting
ISO20022 statements out as their first priority. With
international accounts, corporate treasurers first want to
know how much is paid monthly for that account. Then,
that fee needs to be attributed to a line of business. “The
number one issue with international bank fees is visibility,
i.e., how much the company is spending overall in
international bank fees. If subsidiaries have the leeway to call
in wires, for example, without being charged for the cost,
they have no incentive to save on bank fees.”
Understand each item
The vast majority of practitioners who manage bank fees
could not define some of the codes for services, which is how
companies are “often double- and triple-charged for the same
service,” said Meyer. She said you first need to understand
what every service line item is, then decide whether to keep it.
Track FDIC charges
One increasingly important ratio is what banks are
charging companies in FDIC fees. “If you try to figure out
how your banks calculate your FDIC charges, you would
need an advanced math degree to understand the answer,”
Gill noted. “Through the account analysis, we came up with
a pretty easy approach to identifying what the FDIC fees
should be. So rather than getting into a long and
mathematically challenging debate, we look at FDIC charges
and dollars insured.” The ratio allows the company to
compare different banks. The next step is a matter of smartly
deploying the data.
“It’s essential to track FDIC fees to make sure we’re
assessed the correct amounts,” Lawrence said. The added
basis points “put a huge hit on our budget the first year.
We’ve spent over $100,000 that we didn’t project to pay.”
The new fees have sparked a review effort to gauge the cost
and benefit differential between investing excess cash in
money market funds and paying the fees, which are reported
as an interest expense.
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Main Takeaways
“Monitoring bank fees can be one of the
most challenging efforts for a treasury
analyst. It’s nothing you can do as a hobby.”

Conclusion
“Monitoring bank fees can be one of the most challenging
efforts for a treasury analyst. It’s nothing you can do as a
hobby,” Gill explained. Only very large companies have staff
dedicated specifically to analyzing bank fees. But the savings
can pay many times over the cost of maintaining dedicated
staff, especially for Fortune 1000 companies. “The places that
have a dedicated person, typically find savings near 10
percent per year,” added Gill.
The ROI depends on the complexity of the banking
structure and the total amount paid in bank fees. Gill said
that his threshold is over $1 million in bank fees. “A company
that’s spending a million dollar in fees and has dedicated
resources to tracking rates and anomalies can pay back that
cost many times over,” he said. “It’s a slam dunk—if you’re
going to save 10 percent, you can pretty easily pay for a
person and the system.”
For many companies it’s a volume issue. For others,
complexity dictates whether or not the additional resources
make sense, which is why there’s a difference in focus between
industries. Organizations that must maintain multiple
accounts and services, like insurance firms and healthcare
providers, typically have a more sophisticated approach,
whereas a large manufacturing company can get away with a
lot less. “A Fortune 50 manufacturer can run on 20 bank
accounts, spending $3 to $4 million a year on them because
of the simple nature of their cash flow,” Gill said.
It’s a great opportunity for treasury staff to shine. “I want
to find the person who wants to be the hero,” Gill said. “The
biggest success stories are the people who became the hero
because they saved so much money. The inquisitive treasury
professional with the system to give visibility into all levels of
the bank relationships and fees will pay off.”

• Review your account structure. Often companies find
dormant accounts that are accumulating fees, or they can
rationalize their banking relationships and save money in
the process.
• Ask for a separate invoice for fees and avoid
auto-deduction, if possible.
• Automate the process through 822 files. Finding mistakes
can pay for the system many times over. Some companies have
over 150 line items in their statements, resulting in unwieldy
PDF “books” that no one bothers to read.
• Ensure your service code conforms to the updated AFP
standard service code to use as a comparison.
• Negotiate and set up an explicit bank fee agreement
with each bank, listing services and costs per service so the
bank is contractually obligated to follow the agreed upon rates.
• To make sure you’re getting the best rates, conduct an RFP,
utilize AFP’s bank pricing data, or work with outside
consultants to review benchmarking data to see
whether some costs are out of line. Don’t be afraid to
aggressively negotiate better terms based on what a service
should cost.
• Maintain an active rate table for all banks fees as a
reference point. Update it as necessary as new services or
accounts are added or the banks change their rates.
• Understand each line item “code” so you can tell what
services you’re paying for and how much you’re paying for
them. Ask the bank to provide you their list of descriptions
for those codes. Oftentimes what they use differs slightly
from the AFP Code Description.
• Compare current expenses to historical data to uncover
discrepancies. You can spot mistakes by focusing on volume
and rate, going back six months to one year.
• Get as much information as you can on international
accounts.
• Be diligent in following up with banks on any
discrepancies, and keep your management team in the
loop. While some systems allow you to keep track of this
activity, most companies use a separate spreadsheet and email
to track monthly progress on disputes. Don’t give up. Be
adamant, but understand that the longer it takes you to analyze
the fees, the harder it will be to get your money back.
• Track how FDIC charges are applied.
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